
CHECK OUT THE COMPLETE DETAILS OF VARIOUS SEASON PASSES 

DISNEY 

 

Getting annual or season passes disney is one of the biggest decisions the Disney traveller 

can ever face in their life. These annual passes are now called ‘Magic Keys’. There are 

actually various types of passes available for the travellers to choose from, that they can 

select depending on their number of visits to Disneyland. But  if you are confused about 

which one to get, then we have provided below detailed information of all the available 

passes to help you choose the best. 

 

What are the types of season passes disney? 

 

There are different types of season or annual passes of disneyland that are available for the 

travellers planning to visit disneyland. So below we will discuss all the types of annual or 

season pass which are now called ‘Magic Keys’. So the details are as follows: 

 

1. Inspire Key- This Inspire Key annual pass is considered to be the most extensive 

Disneyland annual or season pass which is available. This Disneyland Inspire Key 

annual pass almost costs around $1,599 for children and adults. 

So travellers get the following facilities with this pass: 

 

a) The ability to hold up almost 6 park reservations at one time. 

 

b) It provides reservations based access to both the theme parks on almost all 

the days of the year. 

 

c) With this pass, you get a 20% off on Genie+ purchase. 

 

d) You will also get a 15% discount on some of the dining and 20% off on some 

selected merchandise. 

 

e) It also grants free standard parking to the holder. 

     

2. Believe Key- The Believe Key annual or season pass is the second tier annual or 

season passes disney. This Disneyland annual pass costs around $1099, $500 

lesser than the Inspire Key. It also cannot be used on blockout days.  

Now with this pass, you get the following: 

 

a) It provides reservation based access to both of the theme parks on almost all 

the days of the year. 

 

b) This pass has the ability to hold up to 6 park reservations at one time.  

 

c) Buyers get a 10% discount on some selected dining and merchandise and 

20% off on Genie+ purchase. 

 

d) You also get a 50% discount on the standard parking charges. 
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3. Enchant Key- The Disneyland Enchant Key annual pass offers a limited set of 

benefits. This Enchant Key annual pass costs around $699 and it resists the access 

to both the parks on blockout days. 

So, this pass offers: 

 

a) It has substantial blockouts during the peak season (summer), most of the 

Saturdays and during holidays. So you will be able to use this pass either 

during the off-season or on the weekdays. 

 

b) It has the ability to hold up to 4 reservations of the theme park at a time. 

 

c) You get 20% Genie+ purchase off, 10% discount on some selected 

merchandise and dining and almost 25% off on the standard parking charges. 

 

4. Inspire Key-  The Imagine Key pass is one of those season passes disney that 

replaced the old Disney ‘SoCol Select’ Annual Passport. This pass is only available 

for the residents of Southern California. This Disneyland Imagine Key annual pass 

almost costs around $449. 

So this pass includes: 

 

a) It provides reservation based access to the theme parks on some selected 

days of the year. 

 

b) It has the ability to hold two theme park reservations at one time. 

 

c) It offers 10% off on selected merchandise and dining, 20% off on Genie+ 

purchase and almost 25% discount on the standard parking.  

 

The only way to Buy or Pay for a Magic Key is online or through the Disneyland app. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Disneyland is a dream place for almost every person and so if you also wish to travel there 

or if you are a frequent traveller of Disneyland, then check out the details of various annual 

or season passes disney that are available which provide you with the best offers and the 

experience.  

 


